
ANIMATOR - SHORT TERM CONSULTANT

About Us andWhat We do

Clean Technology Hub is a pioneering hybrid hub for the research, development,
demonstration and incubation of clean energy technologies in Africa, and their
validation for commercial stage development. It is an early start-up incubator for
inventions and innovations in clean energy, a consultancy for sustainability and energy
efficiency solutions for organizations, and a driver of clean energy investment into
Africa. Clean Tech Hub is focused on addressing Africa’s energy poverty, increasing
energy access through clean, renewable energy and sustainability.

Position Summary

Clean Technology Hub(CTH) is currently seeking an experienced animator with a firm
grasp on animation techniques, fundamentals, and software for short term consulting.
The animator will be responsible for the creation of storyboards and animations, and
assist in the editing process. You will collaborate with other 3D animators and team
members to create compelling and eye-catching images and campaigns to increase our
user base.

Location: Clean Technology Hub office in Abuja. 

Responsibilities
● Collaborate with the media and communication team to conceptualize

storyboard animations.
● Develop high-quality 2D and/or 3D animations using industry-standard software.
● Create and implement realistic and seamless visual effects.
● Ensure animations and VFX elements align with the project’s creative vision.
● Stay updated with the latest trends and techniques in animation and VFX.
● Review, refine, and adjust animations and VFX based on feedback.

Qualifications

● A university degree in computer science or related field.
● A minimum of 3 years experience as a 3D animator.



● Strong portfolio showcasing your skills in both digital animation and visual
effects.

● Proficiency in animation software such as Adobe After Effects, Maya, Nuke, or
similar tools.

● Solid understanding of animation principles, VFX techniques, and storytelling.
● Strong time management skills to meet project deadlines.

Language skills
● Strong ability to communicate clearly and effectively in conversation and

writing in English.

For interested applicants, follow the link to our jobs form here:
Application Form

Application Closing Date
25th January, 2024

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1EYezb8VKs-b_SZ8C-AD7ZpFBtIiQ01mSt4bvjYmtRO4/edit

